[Science and society: a confidence crisis?].
Modern technical world is essentially dependent on science and technology. Due to this, more and more potential dangers between science and society build up, leading to a general fear of the threatening progress of science on all sectors, especially in nuclear research and gene technology, thus arousing the question of a crisis of confidence between science and society. It will be proved that this crisis does not exist. The thing to be done is to make science much more transparent than before. "Belief in science and fear of science" are discussed in detail, including the fear of a risk (reckless society). Further paragraphs deal with "limitations of situations of misery" by way of science and the "limits of science and action". The discussion of this matter entails a short comment on the "responsibility of the scientist". The political function of the scientist is underlined in a kind of "outlock". It is concluded that we cannot cope with a crisis of confidence between science and society. The scientification and technification of the biosphere cannot be reversed. Mankind must and will somehow manage the future.